
The most powerful and reliable remote controlled pool cleaner ever produced 
gives you the convenience and control to clean pools up to 15 m long, of any 
shape or surface automatically.

Piranha SELECT RC will scrub loose grime and break down debris, power wash out 
fine dirt from areas brushes and other cleaners can’t reach, vacuum everything 
into its own internal filter microfilter and then circulate the clean water to give 
you the healthiest and lowest maintenance swimming.

• Patented turning system works without additional motors, gears or pistons
• Saves you time: Completely cleans any pool shape up to 15 m long in as little as 2 hours!
• Self-contained: NO hoses, filter connections, installation or booster pumps
• Cleans ANY pool, including floor, walls, waterline and even most stairs
• 3-Directional wireless remote control guidance for spot cleaning
• Motor-powered rotating brushes remove grime and breakdown stubborn debris 
• Large capacity reusable filter
• A portion of the filtered water is diverted through 2 tubes that run from the pump to the bottom of the Elite. This pressurized 
water power washes heavy sand and fine silt from corners, seams and pores where brushes cannot reach! 

Designed for pools Up to 15m long / any surface or configuration

Cleaning time 2 - 3 Hours 

Scrubbing Mechanism Two foot-long All-Surface SUPER brushes

Debris Intake Portsl 2 Offset for Clog-Free Operation
variable in depth

Filter Debris Holding Capacity 32 litres Maximum Volume

Filtration Particle Size Down to 2 microns

Filtration / Circulation Rate 19 m3/h

Pump motor Brushless, individually sealed; Oil Cooled and
Lubricated + Water Cooled

Drive motor Individually sealed, oil-free, water-cooled

Surface Obstacle Avoidance Patented NeverStuckTM Rollers

Guidance Mechanism Patented Directional Guidance Cable Float

Timer Auto Shut-Off Customizable Digital LED 1-7 Hours

Power Supply StayCoolTM All Weather Resistant

Electrical Requirements 230 V / 50 Hz (plug-in; no installation needed)

Cable Length / Type 18,5 m / Self-Floating; Kink-Free

Warranty 2 year

Robot / Shipping weight 8,2 kg / 16,6 kg

G-Tooth™ Drive Track protects from abrasion
and provides best climbing traction.

Rotating scrubbing
brushes loosen build-up
and break down debris.

A filtration rate of 
19 m3/h ensures the 
removal of everything
from algae and silt to 
leaves and small stones.

NeverStuck™ Rollers enable
thorough cleaning without
getting stuck on raised 
drains or pop-up heads.

Variable Vacuum Port 
Depths provide greater 
suction deep down to 
remove sand, silt and 
pollen.

Customizable Vacuum Port Sizes 
enables removal of largest debris.

Power washing
jets DeepClean™
dirt that other
cleaners leave
behind.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

PIRANHA SELECT - with remote control



The smallest model of our Piranha range is built to perform in the most ef-
ficient way possible. The Turbo is not programmed to climb all the way up 
to the waterline. It concentrates on the most polluted parts of your pool 
and gets the job done extremely fast thus saving the owner time and mo-
ney.

Self-contained with internal pump, drive and filtration system.
Systematic straight forwards and reverse arc-turn movements controlled by internal microprocessor and patented directional turning 
floatation enables Piranha TurbO to clean any pool surface type or configuration without wasteful overlapping.
Efficient by design, Piranha TurbO cleans pools in a fraction of the time and reduces more than 50% of the wear and tear other cleaners 
incur. This translates into less operating hours, which saves you money and time, while providing you with greater reliability and lower 
maintenance issues or expenses.
Effective design based on more than 30 years of underwater robotic vacuum experience, Piranha TurbO’s rotating scrubbing brushes 
loosen build-up and break down debris. To avoid clogging and to access dirt along pool edges, dirt and debris are vacuumed in through 
two off-center positioned underside vacuum ports .
Microfilters out dirt and debris, such as leaves, pine needles, acorns, burs, sand, silt, pollen and even algae and bacteria 10 times smaller 
than what most main pool filtration systems can remove - to ensure
the healthiest swimming water for you, your family and friends.

PIRANHA TURBO

FEATURES

Designed for pools Up to 12m long / any surface or configuration

Cleaning time 2 - 3 Hours 

Filtration Self-contained, reusable filter with maximum capacity of 32 
litres; Large leaves to fine practicles - down to 2 microns

Flow rate 17 m3 per hour

Pump motor Brushless, individually sealed, water-cooled
and with heat-dissipating and lubricating oil
for longer motor life

Drive motor Individually sealed, oil-free, water-cooled

Cable 16 m - buoyant thermoplastic rubber - No
chlorine corroding Kevlar®

Wattage 140 Watts

Voltage 230 V / 50 Hz, 24 V at cleaner

Warranty 2 year

Unit weight 7,5 kg

Shipping weight 17 kg

G-Tooth™ Drive Track protects from abrasion
and provides best climbing traction.

Rotating scrubbing
brushes loosen build-up
and break down debris.

A filtration rate of 17m3/h
ensures the removal of 
everything from algae and silt 
to leaves and small stones

SPECIFICATIONS

PIRANHA ULTRA

FEATURES

Piranha uLTrA scrubs and vacuums out debris off the floor, walls and even grime 
along the waterline. Internally filtering out sand, silt, pollen and algae Piranha UL-
TrA operates independent of your pool’s filter or pump and works without costly-
to-run booster pumps. Microfiltered water is immediately thrust out to circulate the 
water for the cleanest and healthiest swimming and easiest pool maintenance.

Fast : Intelligent guidance, complete pool cleaning in as little as 2 hours
Scrubs : Dual foot-long brushes rotate to scrub your pool’s entire surface
Vacuums : Most powerful vacuum and circulation in its class
Filters : Internal, reusable 32 litres maximum capacity microfilter removes unhealthy impurities down to 2 microns wit-
hout clogging your pool’s filter
Adjustable : Customizable debris port widths and depths enable removal of your particular debris type from pollen to 
pine needles to leaves
Mobile : NeverStuck™ wheels roll over raised areas that beach other cleaners
Protective : G-Tooth™ Tracks protect pool surface and cleaner from contact

SPECIFICATIONS

Designed for pools Up to 15m long / any surface or configuration

Cleaning time 2 - 3 Hours 

Filtration Self-contained, reusable filter with maximum 
capacity of 32 litres; Large leaves to fine practicles - 
down to 2 microns

Flow rate 19 m3 per hour

Pump motor Brushless, individually sealed, water-cooled
and with heat-dissipating and lubricating oil
for longer motor life

Drive motor Individually sealed, oil-free, water-cooled

Cable 18,5 m - buoyant thermoplastic rubber - No
chlorine corroding Kevlar®

Wattage 140 Watts

Voltage 230 V / 50 Hz, 24 V at cleaner

Warranty 2 year

Unit weight 8,5 kg

Shipping weight 18 kg

Rotating scrubbing brushes loosen
build-up and break down debris.

G-Tooth™ Drive Track 
protects from abrasion 
and provides best 
climbing traction.

Customizable Vacuum Port Sizes
enables removal of largest debris.

Variable Vacuum Port Depths
provide greater suction deep down
to remove sand, silt and pollen.

A filtration rate of 17 
m3 per hour ensures 
the removal of 
everything from algae 
and silt to leaves and 
small stones.

NeverStuck™ Rollers 
enable thorough cleaning 
without getting stuck on 
raised drains
or pop-up heads.


